The main part of gossip schemes are the kernels of their minimal orders. We give a complete characterization of all kernels that may appear in gossip schemes on simple graphs with a minimum number of calls. As consequences we prove several results on gossip schemes, e.g. the minimum number of rounds of a gossip scheme with a minimum number of calls is computed. Moreover, in the new context we give proofs of known results, e.g. the well-known Four-Cycle-Theorem.
Introduction
One of the main results of 13] is the description of the structure of gossip schemes according to a decomposition of the corresponding minimal order. It turned out that the most interesting part is the so-called kernel of the information ow. While the remaining parts are structurally easy and well-understood, we have only very small insight into all possible structures in kernels. Basically, the main known facts are lower (see 13] ) and upper (see 11]) bounds on the size of kernels. On the other hand, the wide variety of di erent gossip schemes is generated by di erent kernels, i.e. for a better understanding of information ows in general, we should start investigating kernels more detailed. Of course, one of the most interesting tasks is to recover the structure of kernels in information ows of minimum size. In the literature, two di erent parameters have been studied: the number of calls, or the number of rounds in a parallelized scheme. We refer to 9, 6] for surveys of known results.
In the present paper we give a complete characterization of all kernels which can appear in an information ow on graphs with a minimum number of calls. This continues 13] in the case of simple graphs as underlying networks. Moreover, several consequences of the structural characterization are given. After listing known facts along with some technical statements in Section 2, we will prove a conjecture of 13] in Section 3: Every kernel with minimum number of elements has as many minimal as maximal elements. Section 4 contains the structure analysis of such kernels. Finally, applications are listed in Section 5, e.g. we show how the Four-Cycle-Theorem (which was one of the most exciting results in the early research on gossiping) follows easily, calculate how many rounds such an information ow needs in minimum, and construct minimum size graphs corresponding to kernels.
The last two sections deal with the posets themselves. Section 6 presents the complete characterization and enumeration of p-grid-kernels up to isomorphism. Finally, in Section 7 we compute important order invariants related to linear extensions (jump number, dimension), and enumerate the linear extensions.
Preliminaries
We list some facts proved in 13] . Note that we deal with simple graphs rather than hypergraphs. Moreover, for the purposes of this paper, some notation has been changed.
The kernel of an information ow is a poset K < , i.e. a set K of elements for which a re exive, antisymmetric, and transitive relation < is de ned such that the following properties are satis ed: (K1) Every element of K < has at most 2 immediate predecessors and at most 2 immediate successors.
(K2) Every minimal element precedes every maximal element. (K3) If for a given element x, every minimal (maximal) element element preceeds (succeeds) x, then x is a maximal (minimal) element.
We use the operators min and max to denote the sets of all minimal and all maximal elements of a xed poset P < , respectively, and the operators pre and suc to denote the sets of all immediate predecessors and all immediate successors of a xed element, respectively. For these we will also use the shorter terms lower cover respectively upper cover instead. The sets of all predecessors or successors of an element x are x or x, respectively, and more generally, N and N denote the lower respectively upper ideal generated by a set N of elements. If there is no danger of ambiguity, P is used to denote the ground set P and the poset P < simultaneously. Similarly, subsets stand for a set as well as for the poset induced on it. Moreover, we will simultaneously work with the poset and its Hasse diagram H(P ) which can be considered as a digraph with each edge directed to the top. In this context, we also speak about in-degrees, deg ? , or out-degrees, deg + , of the vertices resp. elements. Finally, let < denote the covering relation of P < , i.e. for x; y 2 P , we have x< y i x < y and there is no z 2 P with x < z < y. If j minKj = p and j maxKj = q then we call K a (p; q)-kernel. Clearly, in this case the inverse order K ? < = K > is a (q; p)-kernel. Hence, throughout the paper we may assume w.l.o.g. that p q. From 13] we know that every poset K satisfying (K1) and (K2) contains at least 2(j minKj + j maxKj) ? 4 elements. In particular, every (p; q)-kernel K contains at least 2(p + q) ? 4 elements, i.e. there are not less than p + q ? 4 non-extremal elements which form the inner kernel K 0 := K n(minK maxK). We call a (p; q)-kernel L-minimum if it has exactly 2(p + q) ? 4 elements. These are important because every information ow with a minimum number of calls, denoted by L in that context, must have a (p; q)-kernel with 2(p+q)?4 elements for some integers p; q. Since it is known that there are no L-minimum (1; q)-kernels, throughout the paper we assume p 2. Note that together with (K2) this implies minK \ maxK = ; for any kernel K considered here.
An important tool in our proofs is to nd kernels in certain posets. This follows the general approach introduced in 13] to de ne the reduced minimal order of an information ow. In any poset, P , satisfying (K1) and (K2) pick all elements which preceed every maximal element of P , and let P 0 be the set of all maximal among them. Similarly, let P 00 be the set of all those elements succeeding each element of P 0 which are minimal with respect to the latter property. Now, the kernel of P is the poset induced on ker P := P 0 \ P 00 , i.e. ker P collects all elements "between" the antichains P 0 and P 00 including themself. Obviously, P 0 = minker P and P 00 = maxker P . By similar proofs as in 13] it immediately follows from the above de nition: Proposition 2.1 ker P satis es (K1), (K2), (K3), and j ker P j = jPj ? ? jminker Pj + jmaxker P j + (j minker P j + j maxker P j). Next (jMj ? jMj) because every element except the generators has a successor. This immediately implies the rst inequality. If equality holds then every nonmaximal element has exactly one successor, i.e. each maximal element element generates a tree component, and every non-minimal element has exactly two predecessors, i.e. the trees are binary. The proof is analog for M.
Existence of L-minimum kernels
For any p 2, L-minimum (p; p)-kernels were constructed in 13] . As the rst part of our characterization results, in the present section we prove the nonexistence of L-minimum (p; q)-kernels for p 6 = q.
The crucial statement is (*) If K is an L-minimum (p; q)-kernel then for all x 2 K 0 , jpre xj = 2.
We rst show that this is su cient for the main result. 
Proof of (*)
We use double induction over q, q 2, and p, 2 p q. For q = 2, we know p = 2, and it is easy to see that there is only one L-minimum (2,2)-kernel the Hasse diagram of which is shown in Fig. 1 . Since here K 0 = ;, (*) holds in this case. For the rest of the proof, let q 3 be arbitrarily xed and suppose that (*) holds for all L-minimum kernels with 2, 3, . . . , or q?1 maximal elements. Then additionally, by Lemma 3.1 it is known that those kernels must have as many minimal as maximal elements, and all indegrees and outdegrees are either 0 or 2. These statements are called the q-induction hypothesis.
In 13] (Theorem 6.2) it was proved that an L-minimum kernel with 2 minimal (resp. maximal) and more than 2 maximal (resp. minimal) elements cannot exist. Therefore, the asserted implication (*) holds for p = 2 and our xed q 3. This starts the induction on p. To carry out the induction step, we x any p, 3 p q, and assume that (*) also holds for all L-minimum kernels with q maximal and 2, 3, . . . , or p ? 1 minimal elements. This is called the p-induction hypothesis, and by Lemma 3.1 it only means the non-existence of such kernels.
For the rest of the proof let any L-minimum(p; q)-kernel K be xed. Suppose there is an element v 2 K 0 with exactly one immediate predecessor w 2 K. Then clearly, v = w fvg and v \minK = w \minK. Set r := jv\minKj, and note that by (K3), 1 r p ? 1. Hence, minK n v 6 = ;, and this set generates a non-empty upper ideal, P := minK n v.
Proposition 3.1 P satis es (K1) and (K2). Moreover, P = K n v, and jPj = 2(p + q ? r) ? 4. Proof: Obviously, P K satis es (K1). Since (K2) holds for K, every element of minP = minK n v 6 = ; precedes every element of maxK. Hence, maxP = maxK, and P also satis es (K2). Consequently, jPj 2(j minPj + j maxPj) ? 4 Now, let us consider the kernel ker P . Because all elements of P , which precede each element of maxP = maxK, belong to minK we know that minker P = minP = minK n v. Let s := j maxker P j. If s = q then p ? r < p and the p-induction hypothesis applies to ker P . For p ?r s < q, we may apply the q-induction hypothesis to ker P , and nally for s < p ? r, we apply it to its inverse order (ker P ) ? . As shown in the beginning of Section 3, (*) implies s = p ? r 2, and all elements of ker P except the minimal resp. maximal have exactly two lower resp. upper covers which also belong to ker P . Roughly spoken, in the Hasse diagram ker P is a part which is connected to the rest of K only from maxker P upwards. The main consequence of this is that no element of ker P has a predecessor not in ker P , i.e. ker P is the lower ideal generated by maxker P . Hence, for the upper ideal Q := v \ minK, Q \ ker P = ; because Q is generated by elements not belonging to ker P .
Proposition 3.3
Q satis es (K1) and (K2). Moreover, Q = K n ker P , and jQj = 2(p + q) ? 8. Proof: (K1) is obvious. Since v \ minK 6 = ; and (K2) holds for K, maxQ = maxK and Q also satis es (K2). Therefore, jQj 2(r + q) ? 4. On the other hand, jQj jKj ? j ker P j = 2q + 4r ? 2p, and both inequalities together imply p ? r 2. But we already know p ? r 2, i.e. equality holds in all estimates above. In particular, r = p ? 2, Q = K n ker P , and jQj = 2(p + q) ? 8. Remark: Note that by p ? r = 2, ker P is the unique (2,2)-kernel drawn in Moreover, 2(p + q) ? 8 jQj (p ? 2) + q + 1 because minQ maxQ Q, and v 2 Q but v belongs neither to maxQ nor to minQ. Hence, p + q 7 and q 4.
As we did before with respect to P , we now continue with considering the corresponding kernel ker Q. Again we know minker Q = minQ = v \ minK.
First we prove a helpful statement. hypothesis to ker Q which, in particular, says that every non-minimal element of ker Q must have both its lower covers also in ker Q. Consequently, x ker Q, and x\minK contains at most the p?2 elements of minQ. By (K2), x 6 2 maxK. But on the other hand, x 2 maxker Q n fwg maxK. This contradiction implies that -contrary to our assumption-the element v 2 K 0 cannot have exactly one lower cover in K. Thus, the induction, the proof of (*), and the proof of Theorem 3.1 are complete.
Consequences
The results of the previous section con rm what was conjectured in 13] already. There are some remarkable consequences for the structure of gossip schemes with as few calls as possible. Note that the following facts also hold for the more general situation of (X; Y )-complete information ows considered in 13]. Here pairwise di erent items of information each generated in exactly one vertex of a subset X of vertices in a given graph G = (V; E) are all to be conveyed to every vertex of a subset Y of vertices whereby information transmission follows the usual rules of the "classical" gossip model. As Proof: As shown above, in the minimal order no element of the inner kernel is lower or upper cover of an element not belonging to the kernel. Therefore, no relation can be omitted.
Order-theoretically, this means that already in the minimal order, every saturated maximumchain contains both an irredundant F ? -and an irredundant F-call, i.e. the antichains of these elements are cut-sets.
By Lemma 3.1 we know that in our situation, no edge in the Hasse diagram of the kernel can be omitted without destroying property (K2). This means that here the kernel of the minimal order, or equivalently, the gossip scheme is not only minimal with respect to the calls but also with respect to relations. This does not remain true in general and in the whole minimal order there might well be redundant relations. To omit these was the basic idea which led to the de nition of the reduced minimal order in 13].
Structure of L-minimum Kernels
Because of Theorem 3.1, we may use p-kernel instead of L-minimum(p; p)-kernel for the rest of the paper.
Let L-minimum kernels K and K 0 be called audiomorphic, K =a K 0 , i the corresponding inner kernels K 0 and K 0 0 are isomorphic in the usual ordertheoretic sense, K 0 = K 0 0 . To see the meaning of this notion, let be K =a K 0 but even such that K n maxK = K 0 n maxK 0 . In the underlying information ow, before the nal round of the kernel, exactly the same blocks of items were built both in K and K 0 . Hence, the only di erence is how these blocks are put together during the irredundant F-calls. The Hasse diagrams of K and K 0 can be made identical by interchanging edges leading to maximal elements. We leave this distinction out of account to give an easy classi cation of all kernels by describing the classes corresponding to the audiomorphism equivalence between them, i.e. describing the inner kernels. Note that jKj = 4p?4 and jK 0 j = 2p?4. Now we distinguish two cases in each of which nally, we will precisely know the kernel. The analysis of Type 1 kernels nally yielded only two non-isomorphic 4-kernels which form an audiomorphism class because the inner kernel always is an 4-element antichain. The most interesting kernel is the one shown in Fig. 3 . It represents the well-known and often used "standard" gossip scheme on the 3-dimensional cube with 12 calls and 3 rounds. According to the Hasse-diagram of this, we call the kernels of this audiomorphism class 4-FFT-kernels.
Type 2 Kernels
It is easy to check that there is only one 2-kernel which was shown already in Fig. 1 Because H(v) and H(w) are binary trees with jv \ minKj resp. jw \ maxKj leaves, jK 0 j = jvj + jwj ? 2 = 2jv \ minKj + 2jw \ maxKj ? 4 = 2j minK 0 j + 2j maxK 0 j ? 4, i.e. K 0 even is of minimum size with respect to (K1) and (K2). We consider ker K 0 . Application of Prop. 2.1 and Prop. 2.2, and minker K 0 \ minK = minK 0 , maxker K 0 \ maxK = maxK 0 yield j ker K 0 j jK 0 j ? 2 (j minK 0 j + j maxK 0 j) + 2 (j minker K 0 j + j maxker K 0 j). Furthermore, we obtain j ker K 0 j 2 (j minker K 0 j + j maxker K 0 j)?4, by putting in the above equation for jK 0 j. This means, equality must hold and ker K 0 is even L-minimum, too.
Because jwnfwgj = 2j maxK 0 j?2, no element of w nfwg precedes each element of maxK. Hence, minker K 0 v n fvg. But these elements have exactly one upper cover in K 0 which contradicts our basic result about L-minimum kernels in Section 3. Hence, the assumption on the existence of v is false. Obviously, the case p = 2 discussed earlier, now can be formally included. It can easily be checked that the poset shown in Fig. 4 indeed is a p-kernel of this type.
The analysis of Type 2 kernels yielded one audiomorphism class for each p 2. Due to the pattern of the most regular example, we call these p-gridkernels. Actually, the NOHO gossip schemes studied in 22] already do have such kernels, and we used a certain generalization in 13].
For later purposes, we add a conclusion concerning the structure of p-grid kernels. The notation of the proof of Prop. 4.4 is used. Clearly, any p-grid-kernel is characterized by a pair of permutations. For % K = K = id, we get the "standard" p-grid-kernel shown in Fig. 4 . All possible pairs will be given in Section 6. Note nally that throughout the rest of the paper, we will always use the above notation for the elements of a p-grid-kernel.
Applications of the Structure Results
In the following we present some results on gossiping with minimum number of calls proved basing on our knowledge about the structure of L-minimumkernels.
The Four-Cycle Theorem
In 1] it was shown that for n 4, a graph on n vertices allows to gossip with the minimum number of calls, 2n ? 4, i it contains a 4-cycle. While it is easy to see that the existence of a 4-cycle is su cient, necessity was a longstanding conjecture, see e.g. 8]. The paper 12] which actually was at the beginning of our investigations of the order background of gossiping contains a shorter proof of the above fact. Now we are able to conclude it even easier from the kernel structure.
Lemma 5.1 Every p-kernel contains 4 calls between exactly 4 di erent vertices of the underlying graph which induce the 2-kernel as a subordering.
Proof: We denote the calls of a 2-kernel as shown in Fig. 5 . Since the calls It can very easily be checked that in any of the above situations the 4 edges along which information is passed during the 4 speci ed calls form a 4-cycle. This completes our proof of the Four-Cycle-Theorem.
Multigraph Gossiping
This subsection deals with a slightly modi ed model for gossiping (see 3] for a survey): Instead eventually assigning several numbers to an edge of a simple graph, we allow multiple edges but each edge can be used at most once. This is just an ordinary edge-labeling of a multigraph, and an important question to answer is which multigraphs can be labeled such that the labeling represents a complete gossip scheme. The remarkable result is Theorem 5.1 ( 
4] )
A multigraph G = (V; E) with jV j = n 4 permits gossiping if and only if it is of one of the following types:
(1) G contains the union of two spanning trees which have at most one common edge. In the following, we discuss a proof of Theorem 5.2. Su ciency is easy to see by the old standard idea: Use the edges of F 1 to bring all items to one of the vertices of C; this requires n?4 calls. After carrying out two rounds each of two parallel calls along the edges of C, every vertex in C knows everything. Finally, use the edges of F 2 to bring the collected block of all items to any other vertex; this again requires n ? 4 calls. Note that this procedure uses the 2-kernel.
The hard part is to prove necessity. From 13] we know that we may restrict ourselves to consider the kernel because all calls before resp. after it always form tree-components, i.e. forests, attached to a vertex which participates in a call of the kernel. So what really remains to be proved is the following Lemma 
5.2
Let K be an arbitrarily xed p-kernel. There are four calls along the edges of a 4-cycle C, and the remaining calls generate two disjoint forests F 1 ; F 2 which consist of four components each intersecting C in a vertex.
Proof: For K being a 4-FFT-kernel, the underlying gossip scheme is for 2p = 8 vertices within 3 rounds and 12 calls. It is known ( 14] ) that this can be achieved on the 3-dimensional cube or on the "twisted cube" only (see Fig. 7 ). In Fig. 6 we show an appropriate decomposition for the cube which can be carried over to the twisted cube easily. Now let K be a p-grid-kernel. We continue the The above lemma completes our proof of Theorem 5.2. Note that these results also apply to simple graphs: A simple graph allows to gossip such that every edge is used at most once i it satis es the condition of Theorem 5.2.
Minimum Time
Let any complete information ow on n 4 vertices with 2n ? 4 calls be given.
In the following we investigate how many rounds this gossip scheme must have at least. In 14] we gave estimates to this, in particular, an algorithm was presented how to complete gossiping within 2dlog 2 ne ? 3 rounds. Already 18] asserts that this is best possible but we will discuss at the end of the present section why the proof contained in that paper cannot be accepted. We use terminology and results of 13], and consider the full minimal order, P , throughout this subsection. Remember that the number of rounds, T , is at least as large as the length of the longest chain in P . By M P or M P we denote the lower or upper ideal generated by the set M in P .
Theorem 5.3
Any gossip scheme on n 4 vertices with 2n ? 4 calls has at least 2dlog 2 ne ? 3 rounds.
Proof: Let K be the kernel of the corresponding minimal order. For any of the above cases, there indeed are gossip schemes achieving all required lower bounds. In the following drawings we present both the minimal order (left) and the graph (right). In the minimal ordering, calls are marked by the vertices involved in, while in the graph, edges are marked by the round the incident vertices make a call in. The above examples can be extended to larger values of n by attaching trees to the vertices used in the kernel. So in our rst example, extending each of the 8 vertices to a minimal broadcast tree of size n 8 or n 8 will easily produce a gossiping on n vertices with 2n ? 4 calls and 2dlog 2 ne ? 3 rounds. This construction is contained in 18], too. But for some values of n, the same can be reached by suitable extension of 5-or 3-grid kernels. Both are shown in Fig. 9 for n = 12 or n = 24. Note rstly, that on the left hand side, now the minimal order contains more calls than only the kernel. We rearranged the placement slightly such that calls belonging to the same round are on the same level. Calls outside the kernel are marked by .
Moreover note that from the last example for every n Remark: The key lemma of 18] asserts that any graph on n vertices that allows to gossip with 2n ? 4 calls and 2dlog 2 ne ? 3 rounds must contain the 3-dimensional cube with minimal broadcast trees of size n 8 or n 8 attached to each of its vertices. As our examples show this is only one special case out of many essentially di erent possibilities. Besides the trivial counterexample of the "twisted cube" which is non-isomorphic to the cube, all gossip schemes containing grid-kernels are of completely di erent structure. From the point of view of minimumnumber of calls, 18] only covers the one exceptional "sporadic" type, 4-FFT-kernel, while the "regular" type, p-grid-kernel, does not appear at all. Hence, the bound on the number of rounds has not really been proved there.
Minimum Size Graphs for Kernels
As the examples in the previous section show, there are several graphs which we can construct a gossip scheme on that has a p-kernel as minimal order. For xed p, we are interested in those with minimum number of edges among them.
Clearly, this number cannot exceed the number of calls, 4p ? 4. On the other hand, it might well be possible to use certain edges more than once which could result in smaller graphs. The 4-FFT-kernels represent gossip schemes on 8 vertices within 3 rounds. It is well-known ( 14, 15] ) that in this case, 12 edges are required. Moreover, the 3-dimensional cube and the "twisted cube" are the only 8-mgg's, i.e. graphs of minimum size that allow gossiping between 8 vertices in minimum number of rounds. In our context, this result can also be veri ed easily by checking all appropriate assignments of edges to the Hasse diagrams shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 . Note that no edge may be used twice, and consequently, 4-FFT-kernels are the worst realization for minimizing the graph size.
Next, we investigate p-grid-kernels. Let a graph G = (V; E) and an information ow with minimal order isomorphic to a p-grid-kernel K be given. Then clearly, n = jV j = 2p and L = 2n ? 4 and (K3) are satis ed, but we obtain a p-grid-kernel only i (K2) holds, too.
Unfortunately, on the one hand, given any permutation % satisfying (P1) we will always get a p-grid-kernel for = id and vice versa. But on the other hand, not all possible pairs of permutations % and satisfying (P1), (P2) describe a kernel because the important condition (K2) may be violated. Therefore, it remains to determine all pairs (%; ) corresponding to kernels. Having this we will be able to solve the isomorphism problem and to enumerate p-grid-kernels up to isomorphism.
Characterization
To every permutation % on f1; . . . ; p ? 2g satisfying (P1), we assign a subset f(%) f1; . . . ; p ? 3g by f(%) := fi 2 f1; . . . ; p ? 3g : %(i + 1) i + 1g. Note that because of (P1), %(i+1) i+1 i %(fi+1; . . . ; p?2g) = fi+1; . . . ; p?2g i %(f1; . . . ; ig) = f1; . . . ; ig whereby as usual %(X) := f%(i) Proof: Let X = fx 1 ; . . . ; x m g f1; . . . ; p ? 3g be chosen arbitrarily, and 0 =: x 0 < x 1 < x 2 < . . . < x m < x m+1 := p ? 2. The product of cycles
j=1 (x j x j ? 1 . . .x j?1 + 1) belongs to P p?2 and it holds f(%) = fx 1 ; . . . ; x m g = X. Hence, f is surjective, and it remains to prove that the preimage %(X) is always uniquely determined.
For some % 2 P p?2 , assume f(%) = X, and let any i 2 f1; . . . ; p ? 2g be xed. Similarly, to any permutation satisfying (P2), we assign the set f( ?1 ) 2 B p?3 . Note that this is a bijection, too, because ?1 2 P p?2 . Now, we are able to give the characterization of all admissible pairs of permutations. 
Isomorphism
Two kernels K; K 0 are called isomorphic, i the poset K 0 is order-isomorphic to either the poset K or its inverse order K ? . The latter case is included in our definition, because K ? obviously belongs to the inverse gossip scheme which is not essentially di erent from the original one. For di erent pairs of permutations and sets, the corresponding p-grid-kernels eventually are isomorphic. Therefore, we should determine all possible isomorphisms between p-grid-kernels and characterize all the isomorphism classes in terms of permutations and subsets. 
Linear extensions of p-kernels
In the present section, we shall compute some important numbers related to a poset P . All of them use linear extensions, i.e. linear (total) orderings containing P . Let L(P) denote the set of all of them. Then we are interested in the number of linear extensions l(P ) := jL(P)j, the order dimension dimP := minjLj where the minimum is extended over all subsets L L(P) with T L2L L = P , and the jump number s(P ) := min L2L(P) jf(x; y) 2 P 2 : x< L y and (x; y) 6 2 P gj. We refer to 20] for a general introduction.
Due to our notion of isomorphy between kernels we shall consider the standard 4-FFT-kernel (Fig. 14) , the twisted 4-FFT-kernel (Fig. 12) , the standard p-grid-kernels (i.e. % = = id), and the remaining (non-standard) p-grid-kernels (i.e. (%; ) 6 = (id; id)).
Jump number
We start with a general estimate. In the following, we call any pair (x; y) counted in s(P ) a jump from x to y. Finally, for the standard 4-FFT-kernel, we follow the method of 2]. Note that in this case, K is an N-free poset, i.e. there is no induced subordering isomorphic to the one shown in Fig. 13 . In this particular situation, the jump number of K is known to be one less than the di erence between the number of edges in H(K) and the number of non-extremal elements ofK: s(K) = 12 ? 4 ? 1 = 7.
Dimension
We refer to 10, 23] for more details about dimension theory and an extensive list of references. Clearly, the dimension of any of the p-kernels is at least 2 because they are not just chains. To decide whether the dimension exceeds 2, we must check the existence of an induced subordering belonging to the known list of 3-irreducible posets, i.e. posets of dimension 3 with no proper subordering of dimension 3. Proof: Firstly, let K be non-standard, and = K 6 = id. Note that for % = % K 6 = id, the proof is similar just by inverting everything. Now, let j be the largest i with (i) 6 = i. Then (j) < j and ?1 (j) < j. Otherwise, the pairwise incomparability of all minimal resp. maximal elements Proof: In Fig. 12 and Fig. 14 , we denote the elements of K by a; b; . . . ; k; l levelwise bottom-up, and each level from left to right. If K is standard then the 6 elements a; c; e; g; i; j induce a subordering isomorphic to the 3-irreducible poset shown in Fig. 15 , i.e. dimK 3, and it holds equality because K is the intersection of the 3 chains a b e f c d h j l g i k, d c g h b a f l j e k i, and a b c d e g i k f h j l. Now, let K be twisted. In general, it is known (see e.g. 10]) that the dimension does not exceed the width of the poset, i.e. the maximum size of an antichain. For 4-FFT-kernels, it is easy to see that the latter value is 4, and hence, dimK 4. For suppose, there are 3 linear extensions L 1 ; L 2 ; L 3 -referred to by < 1 , < 2 , < 3 -such that L 1 \L 2 \L 3 = K. Because of symmetries, we assume w.l.o.g. that in L 1 , e is the smallest element among fe; f; g; hg, and moreover that h < 1 g. Then a < 1 e < 1 h but by akh there it must be another linear extension, say L 2 , where h < 2 a. The scheme in Fig. 16 shows that e < 1 f, h < 1 g, h < 2 a, and e < 1 g imply g < i l for i = 1; 2; 3. Therefore, g < l in L 1 \ L 2 \ L 3 which contradicts gkl in K. Note that in the scheme, a junction of two implications means that for two incomparable elements x; y, x < y in two linear extensions forces y < x in the third one.
Enumeration
Firstly, we explain our approach to count linear extensions in general. For this, let P be any poset. By I(P) we denote the set of all lower ideals in P , i.e. any I 2 I(P) is a subset I P such that x 2 I, y x imply y 2 I for all x; y 2 P . Moreover, for any I 2 I(P), the poset induced on P n I -we denote it by P ? I -is an upper ideal, i.e. The next statement will be used for counting the linear extensions of those ideals. Here as usual, for posets P; Q on disjoint sets of elements, the sum (direct sum, disjoint union) P +Q is the union of the two relations de ned on the union of both ground sets. This result can be found in 21]. Lemma 7.3 Let P 1 ; . . . ; P k be posets on pairwise disjoint sets of elements. 
4-FFT-kernels
An easy case analysis yields that in 4-FFT-kernels (standard or twisted), any lower or upper ideal with 6 elements is order isomorphic to one of the posets drawn in Fig. 17 or its inverse. This immediately implies that there is exactly one element c s 2 minK having both its upper covers, a s and b %(s) , in I p;r . Consequently, s r and %(s) r+1. But then % ?1 (%(s)) = s < %(s) which by % ?1 (i) i + 1 for all i means that % ?1 (f1; . . . ; %(s)g) = f1; . . . ; %(s)g, and %(s) 2 X fp?2g. Finally assume that there is an t 0 with r+1 t 0 < %(s) and t 0 2 X. Then %(f1; . . . ; t 0 g) = f1; . . . ; t 0 g and because of s r < t 0 we would get %(s) t 0 in contradiction to the above.
Therefore, altogether we know that t := %(s) is the smallest element of X fp?2g larger than r. can be computed.
